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Let s be the graph of a function s: V “ R over the bounded set V ; R2. The
fairness of s can be measured by means of functionals depending on the principal
curvatures k , k and the area a of s. Here we consider functionals of type1 2
Ž . Ž 2 2 . p Ž .F s [ H k q k n dm q c a , where c is a non-negative lower semi-c , p V 1 2
Ž 5 5 2 .1r2 1, ‘Ž .continuous function, n [ 1 q =s , and 1 - p - ‘. Given s g H V and0
2, 2 pŽ .some constant M ) 0, we show that there exists a function s* g H V which
 2, 2 pŽ . 5 5 4minimizes F on the set s g H V : s y s F M . The set of competing1, ‘c , p 0
functions can also be restricted by additional constraints involving in particular
point and gradient data. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: fairing problem; fairness functional; total curvature; Willmore en-
ergy; existence of solutions.
1. INTRODUCTION
The construction of high quality surfaces is a major current issue in
computer-aided geometric design. The fairness of a surface is a notion
which is intuitively clear to a human. However, it is a non-trivial task to
translate the property of being pleasing to the eye into the language of
mathematics. Several functionals for measuring the fairness of a surface
have been proposed in the past. The most elementary one is the thin plate
w xenergy; see, e.g., 1, 6, 7 . Roughly speaking, this is a weighted sum of the
squared L2-norms of the second order partial derivatives of the surface
parametrization. Due to its quadratic structure, the minimization of the
thin plate energy is computationally simple, and the existence of minimiz-
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w xing surfaces can be guaranteed under appropriate boundary conditions 9 .
A severe drawback of this approach is the fact that the thin plate energy
depends on the parametrization of the surface. So, the concept is not
satisfactory from a geometric point of view, and surfaces obtained by
minimizing the thin plate energy also rarely live up to the high standards
w xrequired in many industrial applications; see 5, 7 for examples.
A more adequate concept will be based on geometric quantities, and in
particular the curvatures of a surface. Given a surface s with principal
curvatures k , k , a geometrically meaningful functional is for instance the1 2
w xWillmore energy 10, 12, 13 ,
2F s [ k q k dm s , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HW 1 2
s
Ž .where m s denotes the surface measure on s. Closely related via the
Gauss]Bonnet theorem is the total cur¤ature
F [ k 2 q k 2 dm s , 2Ž . Ž .Ž .HT 1 2
s
which is the prototype for the class of functionals considered here.
Efficient numerical algorithms for minimizing the Willmore energy and
w xrelated functionals in spline spaces have been proposed in 3, 4, 11, 8 .
However, so far, the fundamental question concerning the existence of
minimizing surfaces has not been investigated for functionals involving
curvatures.
In this report we prove an existence result for the so-called fairing
problem, which is encountered in various applications: Given a reference
surface s , the task is to find a nearby surface s* with optimized fairness.0
In our analysis we shall focus on the case of non-parametric surfaces, i.e.,
on surfaces which are graphs of scalar functions over some bounded
domain V ; R2. The functionals to be minimized are of the form
p2 2F s [ k q k n dm q c a s , 1 - p - ‘, 3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hc , p 1 2
V
Ž 5 5 2 .1r2 Ž .where n [ 1 q =s , a s denotes the area of the graph of s, and c
is a non-negative lower semi-continuous function providing an additional
means for controlling the desired shape. Our main result is that the
 2, 2 pŽ . 5 5 4existence of a solution s* g s g H V : s F M can be guaran-1, ‘
teed for any M g Rq, even if the problem is subject to additional con-
Ž w xstraints. Compared to classical minimal surface problems see 2 and the
.references therein , the admissible class of constraints reveals a signifi-
cantly enhanced versatility. In particular, it is possible to prescribe not only
point data but also gradient data, say at the boundary of the surface.
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In the next section, the setup of the problem is described precisely.
Section 3 provides some technical details on the functionals, and in Section
4 we prove the main theorem concerning the existence of minimizing
surfaces. The concluding remarks concern the range of applicability of our
result, and future developments in this line of research.
2. SETTING
Let V ; R2 be an open, bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary, and
let m be the Lebesgue measure on V. All surfaces considered here are
assumed to be non-parametric, i.e., to be graphs of real valued functions
over V. The general case of parametrized surfaces is substantially harder
and beyond the scope of this paper. For convenience, we shall identify
functions s over V and the surfaces given by the graph of s, subsequently.
pŽ . n, pŽ .The norms of the function spaces L V and H V are denoted by
5 5 5 5? and ? , respectively. For s: V “ R a sufficiently smooth functionp n, p
Ž .we denote by k , k the principal curvatures and by a s the area of the1 2
Ž 5 5 2 .1r2corresponding surface. Further, let n [ 1 q =s . We start with the
definition of a class of fairness functionals generalizing the total curvature.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let c : Rq“ Rq be lower semi-continuous, and let0
2, 2 pŽ . q1 - p - ‘. Then the fairness functional F : H V “ R is definedc , p 0
by
p2 2F s s k q k n dm q c a s . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hc , p 1 2
V
2, 2 pŽ .F is shown to be well defined on H V in the next section. Notec , p
that the case p s 1 corresponding to the total curvature is actually
excluded for reasons related to the applicability of Sobolev embedding
theorems.
Typically, the function c has the form
< < bc t s a t y t , a G 0, b ) 1, 5Ž . Ž .0
thus providing a penalty on deviations of the area from a given value t .0
Constraints can be specified by a continuous constraint function G:
2, 2 pŽ .H V “ R, by means of which the space of competing functions is
restricted to the set
S [ s g H 2, 2 p V : G s s 0 . 6 4Ž . Ž . Ž .G
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Consider, for instance, the case of Hermite boundary conditions, where
the function must match prescribed continuous data s and =s for
position and gradient at the boundary › V. Here, a possible constraint
function is
< < 5 5G s [ max s y s q =s y =s . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
› V 0
The required continuity of G follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.
1, ‘Ž .For the reference surface we assume s g H V . In addition to the0
constraints described above, the space of competing surfaces is restricted
to the set
M 2, 2 p 5 5 qS [ s g H V : s y s F M , M g R . 8Ž . Ž . 41, ‘s 00
1, ‘Ž . 2, 2 pŽ .The Sobolev spaces H V and H V play a central role in all of the
following. For later reference, we recall the fundamental
THEOREM 2.1. Let V ; R2 be an open bounded set with Lipschitz
2, 2 pŽ . 1, ‘Ž .boundary, and let 1 - p - ‘. Then the embedding H V ¤ H V
2, 2 pŽ .exists and is compact. Moreo¤er, H V is reflexi¤e.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTIONAL
In this section we derive a few basic properties of the functional Fc , p
which are needed for the proof of the main result. We start with an explicit
formula for F . Denote the first and second fundamental form of thec , p
surface s by g and h, respectively. The principal curvatures k , k are the1 2
eigenvalues of hgy1 ; hence
22 2 y1 y1k q k s trace hg y 2 det hg . 9Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2
This expression is a bi-linear form in the second order partial derivatives
w xTd [ s , s , s of s since h depends linearly on d . Introducing thex x x y y y
abbreviations
s [ 1 q s2 , s [ 1 q s2 , s [ s s 10Ž .1 x 2 y 3 x y
and the matrix
2 2s y2 s s s2 2 3 3
2 2y6q1r p y2 s s 2n q 4 s y2 s sQ [ n , 11Ž .2 3 3 1 3
2 2s y2 s s s3 1 3 1
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we obtain for the integrand
pp 2 2² :F d , Q [ d , Qd s k q k n. 12Ž . Ž .Ž .p 1 2
The rest of the section provides estimates of F and the functionalp
F s s F d , Q dm. 13Ž . Ž . Ž .H0, p p
V
w Ž 6. xLEMMA 3.1. All eigen¤alues of Q lie in the inter¤al 1r 2n , 5 ; hence
5 5 2 6 ² : 5 5 2d r 2n F d , Qd F 5 d , 14Ž . Ž .
5 5 3where ? denotes the Euclidean norm in R .
² : Ž 2 2 . 1r pProof. Q is positive semi-definite since d , Qd s k q k n G 0.1 2
5 5The moduli of the eigenvalues are estimated by the row sum norm ? ofR
y1 2  < <4 5 5 y2q1r pQ and Q . Using n G max 1, s , s , 2 s one obtains Q F 5nR1 2 3
F 5. The inverse of Q is
2 2s s s s1 1 3 3
2 2y1 2y1r p s s n r2 q s s sQ s n , 15Ž .1 3 3 2 3
2 2s s s s3 2 3 2
y1 6y1r p 65 5and similar estimates yield Q F 2n F 2n .R
LEMMA 3.2. The function F is con¤ex in the first argument, i.e.,p
F d 9, Q y F d , Q G D F d , Q d 9 y d 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p p d p
for all d , d 9 g R3.
Proof. By Taylor's theorem, it suffices to show that the second deriva-
tive D2 F of F with respect to the first argument is positive semi-definited p p
everywhere. For arbitrary d , D g R3 we obtain
D2 F d , Q D , DŽ . Ž .d p
² :py2 ² :2 ² :² :s 2 p d , Qd 2 p y 1 d , QD q d , Qd D , QD G 0Ž .Ž .
17Ž .
since Q is positive definite by Lemma 3.1.
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let Q, Q9 be two matrices according to 11 , and let C [p
10 py1p. Then
< < 5 5 2 p 5 5F d , Q y F d , Q9 F C d Q y Q9 . 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Rp p p
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Proof. The claim follows immediately from the estimate
py1p p q< < < <x y y F p x q y x y y , x , y g R , 19Ž . Ž .0
5 5 5 5 5 5and Q q Q9 F Q q Q9 F 10; see the proof of Lemma 3.1.R R R
LEMMA 3.4. There exist constants C , C g Rq such that for any s g0 1
2, 2 pŽ .H V
y3 p2 2 p 2 p5 5 5 5 5 5C 1 q s d F F s F C d . 20Ž . Ž .Ž .1, ‘ 2 p 2 p0 0, p 1
Proof. By equivalence of norms in R3 there exist constants CX , CX g Rq0 1
such that
X 5 5 2 p 5 5 2 p X 5 5 2 pC d F d dm F C d . 21Ž .2 p H 2 p0 1
V
5 5 Ž 5 5 2 .1r2The function n is bounded by n F 1 q s , so by Lemma 3.1‘ 1, ‘
y3 p2 2 p 2 pyp p5 5 5 5 5 52 1 q s d F F d , Q F 5 d . 22Ž . Ž .Ž .1, ‘ p
Ž .Integrating this inequality and applying 21 completes the proof.
Ž .As an immediate consequence of the second inequality in 20 we see
2, 2 pŽ .that the functional F is well defined on H V .c , p
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM
THEOREM 4.1. Let V ; R2 be an open, bounded domain with Lipschitz
boundary. For c a non-negati¤e lower semi-continuous function and 1 - p -
‘ the fairness functional is defined by
p2 2F s s k q k n dm q c a s . 23Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Hc , p 1 2
V
1, ‘Ž . qFurther, let s g H V be a reference surface, let M g R , and let G:0
2, 2 pŽ .H V “ R be a continuous constraint function. Then the ¤ariational
problem
5 5F s “ min, s y s F M , G s s 0 24Ž . Ž . Ž .1, ‘c , p 0
2, 2 pŽ .has a minimizer s* in H V pro¤ided that the set of competing functions
is not empty.
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Proof. The set of competing functions
M 2, 2 p 5 5S [ S l S s s g H V : G s s 0 n s y s F M 25Ž . Ž . Ž . 41, ‘G s 00
2, 2 pŽ . 5 5is closed in H V since G is continuous by assumption and ? is1, ‘
continuous by Theorem 2.1. If S is empty, nothing has to be shown.
Otherwise,
F [ inf F s g Rq 26Ž . Ž .inf c , p 0
sgS
 j 4since F is non-negative. Let s g S : j g N be a minimizing sequencec , p
in S,
lim F s j s F . 27Ž . Ž .c , p inf
j“‘
5 5  j4 1, ‘Ž .Since s y s F M, the sequence s is bounded in H V by1, ‘0
5 j 5 5 5s F M q s , 28Ž .1, ‘ 1, ‘0
and therefore
y3 py3 p 22j5 5 5 51 q s G 1 q M q s \ C . 29Ž .Ž .Ž .1, ‘ 1, ‘ž /0 2
 Ž j.4 Ž j. qThe convergent sequence F s is bounded, F [ sup F s g R .c , p sup j c , p 0
We obtain, using Lemma 3.4,
y3 p2 2 p 2 pj j j j j5 5 5 5 5 5F G F s G F s G C 1 q s d G C C d ;Ž . Ž . Ž .1, ‘ 2 p 2 psup c , p 0, p 0 0 2
30Ž .
hence
5 j 5 2 p y1 y1d F F C C . 31Ž .2 p sup 0 2
Ž .  j4The latter estimate and 28 imply that the sequence s is bounded in
2,2 pŽ .H V . By reflexivity of this space there exists a weakly convergent
 j4subsequence which, for simplicity, is also denoted by s ,
s j ' s* weak in H 2, 2 p V . 32Ž . Ž .
Since S is closed, the limit s* complies with the constraints, s* g S. It
Ž .remains to show that F is minimized by s*, i.e., F s* s F . To thisc , p c , p inf
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end, consider the difference
F s j y F s* s F d j, Q j y F d j, Q* dmŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hc , p c , p p p
V
q F d j, Q* y F d *, Q* dmŽ .Ž .Ž .H p p
V
q c a s j y c a s* 33Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .
as j approaches infinity. The three summands are discussed separately.
Ž . Ž .For the first term we obtain, using Lemma 3.3 and Eqs. 31 and 21 ,
2 pj j j j j5 5 5 5F d , Q y F d , Q* dm F C d Q y Q* dmŽ . Ž .Ž .H H Rp p p
V V
5 j 5 5 j 5 2 pF C Q y Q* d dm‘Hp
V
X y1 y1 5 j 5F F C C C C Q y Q* , 34Ž .‘sup p 0 0 2
where the norm of the matrix has to be understood as the sum of norms of
2, 2 pŽ .the elements. By Theorem 2.1, weak convergence in H V implies
1, ‘Ž . 5 j 5strong convergence in H V . So Q y Q* converges to zero, and‘
lim F d j, Q j y F d j, Q* dm s 0. 35Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .H p p
j“‘ V
Ž .For the second term of 33 we obtain, using Lemma 3.2,
F d j, Q* y F d *, Q* dm G D F d *, Q* d j y d * dm.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H Hp p d p
V V
36Ž .
Ž . Ž . qŽ .Let q [ 2 pr 2 p y 1 . Then D F d *, Q* g L V , which is the duald p
2 pŽ .  j4 2, 2 pŽ .space of L V . Weak convergence of s in H V implies weak
 j4 2 pŽ .convergence of d in L V . Hence,
lim D F d *, Q* d j y d * dm s 0, 37Ž . Ž . Ž .H d p
j“‘ V
and
lim inf F d j, Q* y F d *, Q* dm G 0. 38Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H p p
j“‘ V
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Ž .  j4 1, ‘Ž .For the third term of 33 , strong convergence of s in H V implies
Ž j. Ž .convergence of areas, lim a s s a s* . Since c is assumed to be lowerjg N
semi-continuous, we obtain
lim inf c a s j y c a s* s 0. 39Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
j“‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .Finally, combining 35 , 38 , and 39 yields
F s lim inf F s j G F s* G F . 40Ž . Ž . Ž .inf c , p c , p inf
j“‘
Ž .Hence, F s* s F , and s* is a minimizer of the variational problemc , p inf
Ž .24 .
5. CONCLUSION
We have shown that in the non-parametric case the fairing problem is
soluble for a large class of functionals. The significance of this class can be
valued as follows:
v The functionals depend on the geometry of the surface, and not on
the particular parametrization. Thus, a basic requirement of geometric
modeling is fulfilled.
v Unlike in many other variational problems, the class of functionals
considered here is not derived from physical principles, but from a heuris-
tic reasoning: Penalizing high values of the curvatures presumably gener-
ates fair surfaces. The validation of this concept has to be left to empirical
tests.
v The parameter p allows us to vary the relative contributions of high
and low curvatures within the range 1 - p - ‘.
v The function c provides another versatile tool for controlling the
Ž .shape of the surface by means of the area. For instance, letting c t [ tr«
for 0 - « < 1 leads to a singularly perturbed minimal surface problem.
The range of applicability of the setting considered here extends from
geometric modelling to approximation theory. Even connections to nonlin-
ear elasticity are conceivable, when interpreting the functional as bending
energy of a stiff plate. Among others, the following instances might be
relevant:
v Examples for genuine fairing arise in geometric modelling, when the
reference surface s is generated automatically by a reverse engineering0
algorithm, or interactively by a geometric design process. Then s will0
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capture all essential macroscopic features of the desired surface. However,
s might be too rough on a small scale. A smoothed out neighboring0
surface is sought nearby; thus M will be assigned a small value.
v Another important problem, though not a typical case of fairing, is
the smooth filling of holes in incompletely defined surfaces. The desired
filling should be well shaped, and it must match position and normal vector
data along the boundary of the hole to generate a smooth joint surface.
The boundary conditions are incorporated via the constraint function G as
described in Section 1. The reference surface s can be chosen, for0
instance, as the best fitting plane to the boundary data. In this case, s0
does not describe the desired shape reasonably, so M has to be set
sufficiently large.
v Ž .Consider the scattered data interpolation problem s x , y s s ,i i i
i s 1, . . . , N. Here, the reference surface s can be defined as the piece-0
wise linear interpolant of the data s over some triangulation of the knotsi
Ž . 1, ‘Ž .x , y . Note that s g H V although it is only continuous. Again, thei i 0
interpolation conditions can be incorporated by means of the constraint
function.
The result presented here should be understood as a first step toward a
better understanding of geometric variational problems. Future research
will focus on the following issues:
v The most severe restriction of the present approach is that surfaces
are assumed to be non-parametric. The general case of parametrized
surfaces is substantially harder since it is not clear how to select appropri-
ate parametrizations for the competing surfaces. However, we can an-
nounce the following result: Let s be a regularly parametrized reference0
2, 2 pŽ .surface with coordinate functions in H V , and let n be the corre-0
Ž .sponding normal vector field. Then the fairing problem F s q hn “c , p 0 0
 2, 2 pŽ . 5 5 4min has a solution h* within the set h g H V : h F M if M is1, ‘
sufficiently small.
v Other functionals need to be considered, in particular
} The Willmore Energy and the total curvature,
} functionals measuring the fairness of isophotes or reflection lines,
} higher order functionals involving the variation of curvatures.
v In some applications, such as the filling of holes, it is quite unnatu-
ral to employ a reference surface. It should be investigated whether it is
possible to drop the reference surface and to solve the problem using
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